Chapter 2

Fieldwork methods and techniques

Ice-station operations
Wide-angle reflection/refraction data
The importance complexity of WAR work at hand made single travel-time curve systems unusable
from the beginning. A new system that included reversed and catching-up travel-time curve was developed
instead; this system as adjusted and amplified has been used throughout the entire fieldwork period between
1989 and 1992.
Each year the expedition divided its work on a single geotransect, 400 to 600 km long, in three arrays.
When the research started in 1989, one array was 110 km long, recorder spacing was 10 to 15 km with
5 shot points: a central, two flanking and two offset points. Distance between shot points was 45 to 70 km.
11 recorders of Taiga ARCC (autonomously remotely controlled complex) were used with 500-meter
6-channel arrangement of seismograph point groups. Maximum length of travel-time curves was 170 km.
Seismic waves were generated with concentrated TNT charges of 100 to 500 kilograms placed 50 to 100
meters underwater through ice cracks.
In the following years, between 1990 and 1992, 18 recorders were used, while the recorder spacing was
reduced to 5 km. Shot points went up to 8 per 35—45 km and maximum charges reached up to 1—1.2 tons.
Two to three MI-8 helicopters and one An-2 airplane were used for the survey.
From the technological standpoint, the operations could be divided in the four following stages:
– seismometer cable assembly and antenna placement;
– installation and connection of recorders;
– transportation of explosives onsite and the explosion (a special coordinated radio signal was sent
prior to each shot from a control panel located either aboard the Mi-8 or An-2 to switch the equipment from
standby to operational mode);
– equipment removal.

Seismic reflection sounding data
Seismic reflection sounding was supposed to clarify the depth of the ocean and the structure and thickness of the sedimentary cover. There were two ways to obtain the required information: by airplane along
the wide-angle reflection/refraction (WAR) lines and along the drifting ice station track. Due to some technical difficulties, airborne survey in 1989 couldn’t have been arranged.
Seismic reflection methods and technology have been perfected through the years of North expeditions.
Airborne soundings took place in every point where Taiga recorders were placed after the WAR surveys had been finished.
Seismic station was placed aboard a Mi-8. In various years 3-6-12-chanel array was arranged with recorders spaced at 50 m. 3 to 10 detonators placed 8 m under the ice provoked the seismic waves. Once the
TNT blocks have been replaced, it took care of a gas bubble pulsation problem that appeared after a shot.
8 m depth allowed strengthening the seismic effect due to coherent merge of a principal wave with the reflection off of the ice bottom.
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Ice-station sounding. In order to reduce the technological interference, the seismic station was usually
located 400—500 m away from the main ice camp. A 575 by 575 m 24-chanel cross-shaped array with a
central shot point was used to collect the information. Surveys were taken once every 1.5 to 4 hours depending on the drift speed.
To obtain the section velocity data, an extra streamer would be attached to one of the shoulders of crossshaped system. The streamer registered information from 3 of the shot points, which allowed extending the
recording offset up to 2 to 3 km. These data has been collected every 6 hours.
Similarly to the airborne soundings, 3 to 10 detonators placed under 8 m of ice were used to generate
seismic waves.

Airborne gravity observations
On ice gravity observations were carried out after WAR sounding was finished using helicopters. They
were realized by three on-land quartz Delta-type gravimeters in each point where seismic recorders had
been placed.
Every flight started and ended at the base station located onboard of the ship and equipped by AMP-1
pendulum gravimeter. Ocean depths in the points of gravity observations were measured in 1989 with a
NEL-6 echo sounder. In the following years they were defined by echo sounder and from seismic reflection
data. The data processing was carried out at the ice station and included the primary estimation of errors and
calculation of free air gravity anomalies. Repeated measurements in the earlier studied points were used to
control the accuracy of observations. Distance between observation points followed that of WAR sounding
and differed from year to year from 5 to 20 km.

Airborne magnetic surveys
The An-2 airplane (ski landing modification) and MMC-214 high-frequency proton aeromagnetometer
were used for the surveys. The sensor was fixed outside the airplane aft on a non-magnetic bar. Magnetic
and supporting information was recorded both on a paper and magnetic tape with regular interval 1 reading per second. The flights were carried out at a 100 m altitude along the system of regular and transversal
tracklines. The regular profiles of 500 km long were situated parallel to each other with an average distance
between them of 5 km (Fig. 4—7). A set of transversal profiles was oriented in orthogonal direction to regular profiles and was used for both extension of control points and future adjustment of magnetic profile data.
Course deviation of magnetic sensor during all field seasons did not exceed ±6 nT. The airborne surveys
were accompanied by registration of geomagnetic field variations, using two types of surface magnetometers M-33 (1989) and MMP-203 (1990—1992). Vast majority of aeromagnetic data has been recorded at
the periods of insignificant geomagnetic field variations.

Navigational and geodetic support
The following equipment was used during the expeditions: receiver indicators (RI) MX-4400, GPS Navstar, MX-1502, SNS Transit, KPF-6, RSDN Marshrut; personal computer DZ-28; theodolite THEO-01OB .
Navigational and geodetic missions depended on the type of the research:
WAR airborne survey, seismic reflection soundings, gravity observations:
– helicopter flights to the points of geophysical observations;
– coordination of geophysical surveys with rmse within 200 m;
– placement of seismic streamers along the lines of the profile with error margin within 5 degrees.
Helicopters used the data provided by RI MH-4400 to get to the observation points. If the satellite information was absent, RI KPF-6 RDSN Marshrut was used instead. The supposed location of recorder placements
would be entered into the RI, which provided high precision rates for the project. In order to place the recorders
on drifting ice as close to the shot point as possible timing-wise, additional coordination was used during:
– seismic streamers and seismic receivers placement;
– seismic recorder placements;
– during flights over the shot point areas;
– during the equipment removal.
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Fig. 4. Magnetic anomaly profiles and contours, geotraverse
“TransArctic-1989” (nT)

Fig. 5. Magnetic anomaly profiles and contours, geotraverse “TransArctic-1990”
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Fig. 6. Magnetic anomaly profiles and contours, geotraverse
“TransArctic-1991”

Fig. 7. Magnetic anomaly profiles and contours, geotraverse
“TransArctic-1992”

During the explosion, observation points were placed according to information interpolation and extrapolation.
DZ-28 transferred data received via WDS-84 into Pulkovo-42 coordinate system.
Orientation of seismic streamers on ice relied on astronomy and aided by THEO-01OB theodolite or
helicopter’s gyrocompass. Once the helicopter flew over the cable, RI MX-4400 controlled its azimuth and
the data received was treated as final.
Profile was plotted at 1 : 500 000 and 1 : 1 000 000 scale in stereographic projection.
Seismic reflection along the drift lines:
– basic seismic placement daily;
– coordination with rmse within 300 m;
– and calculation of its azimuth with error margin within 5 degrees.
Coordinate transfer from PI MX-1502 SNS Transit to the shot point of a central base calculated seismic
array placement during the explosion.
Base ice block drift line was plotted at 1 : 200 000 scale in stereographic projection.
Aeromagnetic survey:
– airplane routing through prerecorded points;
– coordinating route points with rmse within 200 m;
– preliminary processing of satellite observations, provision of current information and in-field documentation;
– control measurements and estimation of errors;
– provision of cartographical charts for geophysical mapping at 1 : 500 000 and 1 : 1 000 000 scales in
stereographic projection.

Ship-borne studies
Wide-angle reflection/refraction data
Two stages are distinguished in the history of WAR researches by expedition vessels. The early stage
includes geotraverses Arctic-2000, Arctic-2005 and Arctic-2007. At this stage the vessel was used as a vehicle and the expedition base only, i.e. actually it replaced the ice base, and all observations were conducted
on the ice by airborne means. Therefore designing WAR methods and technology of R/V operations were
based on the similar experience acquired during ice stations researches.
Each profile had three arrays that were characterized by the following (Fig. 8):
– 30 registration points spaced at 5—6 km covering 150 km;
– shot points every 40 km (in 2000) and every 50 km (2005 and 2007): four within the recorder coverage and two offset points from each side, totaling 8 shot points. Maximum length of the travel-time curve
went up to 250 km;
– seismic waves were generated by 0.2 to 1.2 ton TNT charges; a total of 6 tons of explosives was used
per placement and 18 tons per profile. The charges were dropped in the ice clearings.
EDG-8G detonators and detonating cables were used to initiate the explosions.
Digital recorders Delta-Geon-1 with the following performance specifications were used:
– 3 channels;
– frequency range from 0.2 to 15 Hz;
– dynamic range 100 dB;
– maximum discretization frequency 140 Hz (7 ms discretization interval);
– programmable mode.
Recorders used data from CK-1P seismographs that utilized their own frequency of 1 Hz.
Two Mi-8 helicopters (in 2007 one Mi-8 and one Ka-32) equipped with NAVSTAR system provided
transportation during the expedition.
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Fig. 8. Shot/geophone arrangement along WAR lines

Each array was handled as follows.
First flight: recorder placement.
1st helicopter took onboard: 15 recorders (around 300 kg) and 5 to 6 people; return aboard the vessel
with 15 stops every 5—6 km.
2nd helicopter would do the same from the other end of the array.
Once the placement was completed, shot points and array handling began.
Second flight: extreme shot points handling.
1st helicopter took onboard: 2 tons of explosives and 6 to 7 people; flight range to the endpoint was
175 km; return aboard the vessel with two landings. The explosives were unloaded during landings and during
the explosion the helicopter would move away to a safe distance.
2nd helicopter would do the same on the other end of the array.
Third flight: handling the nearest shot points.
1st helicopter took onboard: 0.8 tons of explosives and 8 to 10 people; flight range to the nearest shot
point was 25 km plus another 50 km to the next shot point following the first explosion. Return aboard the
vessel with 15 stops, taking recorded data at each stop.
2nd helicopter would do the same on the other end of the array.
Thanks to the professionalism and the skill of the personnel, the entire array was handled within 14 to
15 hours.
In addition to the main WAR arrays, refracted wave information was recorded (Fig. 8) to finalize the
data on the sedimentary cover.
The later stage includes geotraverses 5-AR, DreamLine, Arctic-2012 and Arctic-2014. At this stage the
vessel was used to perform the main methodical operations: placement and removal of bottom stations and
excitation of seismic waves.
Parameters of spread arrangement and seismic data recording:
– seismic source point (SP) type — SIN-6 (80 and 120 l);
– operating pressure — 120 atm;
– source tow depth — 37 m (at shallow water of up to 50 m, the source tow depth was adjusted down
to 15—20 m);
– interval between generations of seismic waves — 250 m (120 s);
– distance between ABSS sites — 10 km;
– recorder type — SM26;
– frequency band — 0—250 Hz;
– digital recording type — recording on memory card;
– record time — 60 s;
– frequency sampling — 8 ms;
– length of travel-time curve — minimum 150 km.

Seismic reflection sounding data
Seismic reflection soundings were performed at each of the profiles after WAR at the same points using
VNIIOkeangeologia’s SM22 recorders with the following performance specifications:
– 6 channels;
– frequency range from 0.2 to 150 Hz;
– dynamic range 130 dB;
– maximum discretization frequency 1 kHz;
– programmable mode.
Recordings were made on a 100 m long 6-chanel array along the profile line.
The waves were generated with 5—10 explosions with detonators placed into a specially drilled hole.

Airborne gravity observations
On ice gravity investigations in the Arctic-2000, Arctic-2005 and Arctic-2007 expeditions were carried
under the same procedure which included reference pendulum and on-ice gravity observations supported
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by Mi-8 and Ka-32 helicopters. The following equipment was used: 5 AMP-1 pendulum gravimeters and
7 surface gravimeters (GAK-7SH, GK/K2, GNK-KS) accordingly for reference and on-ice observations.
The first kind of observations was coordinated by SNS Navstar using V-2600 P device that recorded all
the data onto a hard drive with 1 sec discrimination.
On-ice measurements were coordinated by GeoExplorer3 and GPS map60CSx and recorded onto a flash
drive with the same discrete representation. They were made along the WAR profiles at all of the seismic recorder placement points immediately following the blasting operations. Results of pendulum measurements
on board of vessel were transmitted to points of on-ice observations by group of three surface gravimeters.
Thus, each gravimetric route started and ended on the ice near gravimetric laboratory on shipboard.

Geological sampling

Geological sampling is primarily taken for collection and analysis of data that could characterize the
geological structure of the region and its geotectonic nature. Coarse fraction part of bottom deposits found
in sections of corers and bottom samplers was of particular interest. Geological sampling sites were placed
based on the updated bathymetric chart of the district and relied on the following information: thinnest loose
sediments, sea floor rugged topography, scarps and bedrock outcrops, ice conditions as well as the possibility to bundle up a number of research missions into one expedition. Seismic-acoustic and telephoto profiling
were used to place sampling sites more accurately.
Samples were taken with a hydrostatic core sampler, a box corer and a dredge. A stable well logging
non-self-propelled PKN-3.5E handled the operations. The lift had the following equipment:
– 3200 m long KGP-1 cable;
– 60 kN pulling power on the first two rows;
– cable speed of 0.8 to 1.2 m/s;
– 2.5 m/sec cable descent speed;
– electric power of 380 W, 50 Hz, under 60 kW;
– dimensions: 3000×2590×2438 mm;
– weight with the cable: under 6000 kg.
Sample-taking with a hydrostatic core sampler. The core sampler was produced by FSUE TechMorgeo
in Murmansk. The core sampler is pressed into the sea bottom by the pressure difference between the outside
and inside of the core sampler. The core sampler has the following characteristics:
– workable depths: up to 5 km;
– outside cutting shoe diameter: 129 mm;
– cutting shoe orifice diameter: 116 mm;
– receivable sample sizes: 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 10.5 mm;
– size of the sample intake chamber: 110 dm3;
– descent speed: 2 m/s.
Once the samples were extracted, a digital thermometer obtained temperature measurements every
100 mm. Afterwards every 25 mm the samples were analyzed by onboard Barrington MS2 system to measure
magnetic susceptibility curve throughout the core. The resulting information was used for in-vitro processing
to find the correlation between remote cores as well as to single out the key periods of sedimentary material
migration into the Arctic Ocean. All the received samples were analyzed onboard the vessel to understand the
structure of the sedimentary section. The samples were divided into geological layers and further sample selection was made from those layers. Once the samples were documented or set aside for further investigation, the
remaining half of the core was cleaned and photographed. Ultimately, another section of the sample was sent
for paleomagnetic analysis and the remainder was conserved and packed in the sample storage.
Sampling by a Boxcorer (clampshell type). A Boxcorer-type core sampler with a photo element is used
to obtain an undisturbed bottom sample. The sampler has the following characteristics:
– weight: 850 kg;
– size: 2×2×2.6;
– workable depth: up to 5 km;
– sampler dimensions: 50×50×60 cm;
– size of the received sample: up to 145 l.
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After the entire sample was analyzed a compound surface sample would be taken with temperature
measurements, then a part of the sample (usually one quarter) was washed on a drain to analyze the hard
bottom rock content.

Navigational and geodetic support
The following equipment and software were used to provide navigational and geodetic support to the
on-ice and offshore works:
– stationary satellite PRO XR system by Trimble mounted aboard a vessel;
– portable satellite GeoExplorer 3 system by Trimble mounted aboard the expedition helicopters;
– PathFinder Office software for GeoExplorer3 by Trimble;
– Nabat2005 navigation and hydrographic software (own design);
– dKartNavigator electronic cartography software leased by Morinteh (Russia).
Special software designed within VNIIOkeangeologia permitted the calculations of shot points and
seismic recorder placements allowing for drifting ice.
GPS Navstar navigated the helicopters to the profile points with accuracy of no less than 100 m. Coordinate precision of aerial measurements was 30 m, the precision of ‘shot point — reception point’ distance
measurement along the orthodromic route was 50 m, precision of bottom measurement was 1% of the bottom.

Airborne geophysical investigations
Magnetic surveys were the dominant methods during all of airborne geophysical investigations. Gravity observations had a supplementary mission. Optimality condition of flights (altitude, rate, direction of
main tracklines) and working procedure depended on those of magnetic survey. The surveys were conducted from aboard an IL-18D plane at a scale of 1 : 1 000 000. Technical equipment as well as meteorological
and precision parameters for 2005 and 2007 surveys were different.

Airborne magnetic surveys

2005 Survey. The 2005 survey (Fig. 9) was carried out in the transition zone between the Mendeleev
Rise and the East Siberian shelf from Pevek airport.
The study area represents a 240×640 km rectangle stretched along the Arctic-2005 Geotransect 500 km
away from the airport. The average flights altitude was 500 m controlled by a standard radio altimeter. The
average speed of airplane was 500 km/h. Regular measurements were taken along the straight submeridional tracklines located 10 km away from each other. Cross-lines were placed orthogonally to the regular lines
every 20—30 km. Two detailed profiles were placed in the center of the area 5 km away from each other.
Rubidium quantum magnetometer AKM was used as the main recorder during the aeromagnetic survey. Airborne observations were accompanied by measurements of geomagnetic field variation on the base
station placed on the outskirts of Pevek.
2007 Survey. The 2007 survey (Fig. 10) was realized at the junction of the Lomonosov Ridge and the
adjacent shelf. The study area about 100 km wide and 720 km long stretching along the Arctic-2007 Geotransect was located some 900 km away from Tiksi airport. The flights were carried out from Il-18D airplane
at an average altitude of 500 m with the speed about 450 km/h. Regular measurements were taken along the
straight submeridional profiles located 10 km away from each other as well as along sublatitudal cross-lines.
The equipment for the survey included 2 quantum magnetometers (one of them was used as reserve)
with recorder systems and magnetic sensors placed in the aft of the airplane. Airborne observations were accompanied by the measurements of magnetic field on the base station placed on the outskirts of Tiksi airport.
The flights were interrupted in the period of intensive geomagnetic field variations.
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Fig. 9. Magnetic anomaly profiles and contours, geotraverse “Arctic-2005”

Fig. 10. Magnetic anomaly profiles and contours,
geotraverse “Arctic-2007”
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Fig. 11. Free-air gravity anomaly profiles and contours, geotraverse “Arctic-2005”

Fig. 12. Free-air gravity anomaly profiles and contours,
geotraverse “Arctic-2007”

Airborne gravity surveys

2005 survey. Gravity observations in the study area (Fig. 11) were carried out using a set of equipment developed in VNIIGeofizika by A. M. Lozinskaya. The set includes three string gravimeters GAMS
and GSD-M and recorder of horizontal acceleration CGV-4 located in the gimbals. Three string measuring
indicators of airplane vertical speed (SMIVS) and a string BS-3 barometer were used for correction of vertical accelerations. In addition, the set included two electric thermometers for SMIVS, radio altimeter RB-21
et al. The SIEL-1300 device developed at Sistemnaya Elektronika in 1991—1992 was used as recorder. It
contains 15-bit analog-digital converter and allows recording the data from all gravimeters to a PC hard
drive with a 5 Hz frequency.
GPS NAVSTAR synchronized the time and work of all magnetic and gravity equipment. At that the errors of navigation did not exceed ±50 m.
All surveying data (time, coordinates, flight altitude, total magnetic field and gravimetric data) were
recorded in digital form to magnetic tape. After every flight this information was analyzed and processed in
the camp office.
2007 survey. The survey (Fig. 12) was carried out taking into account the experience of the 2005 investigation. During gravity observations in 2005 with string equipment the 2005, the vertical inertial accelerations
registered by a barometer turned out to be quite high and reached ±15 Gal. In this connection a new pendulum
type Chekan-AM gravimeter that was developed in CRI Electropribor was used in 2007. The measurements
were held at a 10 Hz frequency. All necessary amendments: Etvesh correction, corrections for vertical
acceleration and altitude of flight were calculated using satellite navigation data. Undisturbed operation of
the gravimeter was protected by constant temperature onboard a plane and constant power supply.

Navigational support
Throughout the entire duration of the field works all the airborne geophysical measurements were carried out by GPS. JAVAD’s Lexon GGD 112-T was used to receive the data, Ensembl and Pcwier software
for their processing. Two identical sets of recorders worked with Navstar and Glonass on L1 and L2 frequencies with 10 positioning per second in WGS 84 coordinate system.
Prior to starting the flights out of Tiksi, in order to identify the navigational coordinates for a base station and its positioning error, a round the clock information recording took place.
For an uninterrupted data provision the airborne geophysical equipment was turned on before the plane
took off and was turned off after the plane had already landed.
Data received suggested high reliability of satellite navigation equipment and high precision rates for
airplane location information. However, due to the remote location of the research area (900—1600 km
from the base station) the differential mode couldn’t have been used to correct the final geophysical data.
At the same time, comparison of the altitude data received in real and in differential modes against the
data received on two frequencies with navigation coordinates for a base point revealed that the two were
identical. The margin of difference never exceeded ±1—1.5 m. The real time precision rate after the differentiation correction stayed almost the same and never exceeded ±2 m for all flights.

